Welcome to the Dailies, insights for your daily ride. I'm Ari and this reading is for Monday, March 7th through Sunday, March 13th, 2022. Today's reading comes from Summer Night Oracle Deck.
The Dark Carnival
Monday, March 7th-(ghost +ancestor #witch) Ghost is crossed by Ancestor with Witch at the root. Lines of communication are open, and being crossed by Ancestor, indicates that we're looking back at some circumstances from the past and asked to evaluate their weight in regard to our root card. Today, that card is Witch. The Witch card reminds us that we should definitely be listening to our "inner witch"...those gut instincts. "Step right up! Test your strength! Hit the bell...win a prize!" How many times do we have to doubt or take into question our inner strength? How many times must we reevaluate the patterns in our life, especially in regard to our behaviors? We know ourselves better than anyone. What we seek may be validation after a past issue with being ridiculed. There is no shame...only experience, and understanding. We're already empowered, we just need to more actively apply our majik and energy into our everyday well-being.
      
Tuesday, March 8th-(broom +the lovers #cocoa rx) Broom is crossed by The Lovers with Cocoa reversed at the root, indicating that action is necessary. Crossed by the Lovers, this suggests that this "action" is deeply rooted in emotion and things we love. Rooted in a reversed or spilled Cocoa card indicates that we know what we have to do (act) and why we feel we must do so (because it is something we love), yet we are not committed to doing it, even though it gives us great comfort. Now, why is that? Well, looking back at yesterday, and taking those feelings into account, it seems as though perhaps this "lack of commitment" may be more of a "lack of energy or drive" because we're unable to relax. The funhouse mirror tends to distort things. It makes us as well as the things around us seem weird and unfamiliar. The wobbly walkway through the corridors shows us the imbalance, so no doubt, we've spilled the cocoa. Marshmallows stuck to our shoes.    
Wednesday, March 9th-(chair +chance #illumination) Chair is crossed by Chance with Illumination at the root. The Chair card is a strong indicator of relaxation needed. Playfulness and a desire to go back to a time when things were easier, or more in sync with our own current needs or desires are deeply indicated by the Chair card. "Come now, sit down in the tent for a spell; let Madame Chance look you in the mirrorball." Being crossed by Chance tells us that it might not make sense to just go get a break, or to use some resources to take a small vacation, but considering all of the readings over the past few months, and especially in regard to the early parts of the week, we should probably take this "need to get away" pretty seriously.  With Illumination rooting this reading, it's easy to see that we need a bit more headspace and some playful me time in order to not only recharge, but to receive a few answers we may have been looking for. 

Thursday, March 10th-(key rx +death #the sun) Key is in reverse crossed by Death with the Sun at the root. Key reversed indicates we are unable to access what we need, probably because of an inability to focus. The Death card in reverse tells of stagnation as well, and with the Sun card at the root, indicating that we really need to get outside. We have the strengths we need to do what we want to do, yet physically, we feel weak and are emotionally overtaxed, which leads to the inability to relax, feelings of depletion, and a cycle of mental tiredness. We think we know, but we're not quite sure. We think we see, but the perspective is a bit cloudy. What we see as we view the things around us may seem strange and unusual. The clowns laugh, but underneath that makeup may be a pretty sad person. That's the thing about clowns and masks, isn't it? You're never sure what lurks beneath the surface, and that's pretty unnerving. As a review of Wednesday's suggestion to relax, I think we must take this seriously. Especially in regard to ... 
 
Friday, March 11th-(the moon +decision #pumpkin), where The Moon is crossed by Decision with Pumpkin at the root. "Step right up! Pick a card....ANY card." All week, the cards have been suggesting that we desperately need to relax. The Moon card indicates that we follow those instincts, and gravitate towards self-healing and emotional relaxation. The Pumpkin card tells us that by doing so, we will have all of the elements required to achieve the growth we're looking for. 

Saturday, March 12th-(blood apple +bunny #black philip) Blood Apple is crossed by Bunny with Black Philio at the root. That delicious candied Blood Apple is a symbol of both physical AND spiritual attainment. If we slice an apple vertically, we see the vulva of physicality and desire. If sliced horizontally, the pentagram of spirituality emerges. Blood Apple suggests that we balance both sides by eating the whole apple. Crossed by Bunny, this "apple-eating" metaphor seems to be a need to explore, learn new things, and adventure. Black Philip says "play". It reminds us to enjoy the things we like and to go seek out the things we desire. 
  
Sunday, March 13th-(disruption +justice #grub-grub) Disruption is crossed by Justice with Grub-Grub at the root. Disruption indicates that this vacation or getaway is absolutely needed. Justice further stands witness to the suggestion by telling us that this balance is a natural law, and we must do what we feel is necessary. A rooted GrubGrub is also nodding his head in agreement, as the need for nature, balance, and getting back to self-healing roots is strongly indicated. "Scales and feathers, dreams and fate...how me your heart and I'll guess its weight." 
Summary: This week screams that we need to relax, and the only way this may be achieved is by getting a break from our current environment. We've grown tired, over-emotional, feel a lack of energy, and are walking around in circles looking for answers and comfort while not changing our points of view or reference. This may be because of lack of money, or resources or time, or whatever other excuses we dub as a duty. The fact is that even if it's only going for a walk for 15 minutes, we set aside time for ourselves, and commit to some kind of self-wellness activity before we explode.
Many years ago, I was feeling really stressed out. Life was pretty confusing and I wasn't sure what to do. My friend Sean suggested that we go for a ride, so we did...and ended up at an old carousel in Baltimore. It wasn't operable, but the lights were on. We sat on the different animals and laughed about it,  then went over and sat on the pier overlooking the harbor. We talked about how weird the city was at night, with no traffic and no day sounds, and how amazingly pretty the lights were as they were reflected over the water. He said, "sometimes, you just have to get off the merry-go-round to see things from a different point of view."   
I think that's what we all have to consider right now. I know I do. 
I'm Arijah Ankh Khalid-Zyn, and this has been...The Dailies. The Dailies is a service of Ravynmoon.com to bring you experienced, practical, fun, and thought-provoking metaphysical content. For more information about me or the Veshigi tradition of Appalachian Hexerei, kindly visit Ravynmoon.com - where you'll find an ever-expanding catalog of classes, original spells, recipes, freebies, and other witchy goodies to assist you in enchanting your world. Tune in here every Sunday for more insights and weekly oracle forecasts and over at Ravynmoon.com for a text version of this reading to keep in your pocket to peek back on throughout the week. 
Have a great week everyone.







